The People
Have Spoken
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The 2018-midterm elections are now history. No one, Republican or Democrat, can claim
victory, but somehow both parties remain relevant. From the people's perspective, the result is
an ideal situation that constrains activities threatening our liberties. Both parties, if they act
responsibly, will cut the foul rhetoric, contention, and mob-rule. They all need to concentrate on
solving the problems facing our Republic.
None of our elected officials lives in poverty, and all get enormous benefits at taxpayer expense.
They do not personally deal with the anguish of many voters, finding good schools for their
children, or facing a world devoid of opportunity. Elected officials reside behind walls, protected
from unchecked immigration, homeless shack-cities, feces on the sidewalks, and high murder
rates. They dine in country clubs, while some citizens try to stretch a dollar to cover the food bill
and others have nowhere to live.
Our government needs to work effectively. Stop legislators from exercising a perpetual stream
of costly litigation to get even with each other. They must look towards the people, not each
other, understand what is required, and get the job done. We pay for their privileged lifestyles.
They work for and are accountable to us. The American people need to stand against their
inaction.
For those persons still angry about politics, get over it. It only hurts others without making
America better. Refocus your aggression towards achieving some good cause. Many situations
need your energy, including serving in a food kitchen or building homes for the needy.
We are all neighbors, and cannot afford to be enemies, regardless of color, religion, rich or poor,
or any of the MANY categories used to divide us. I will respect your opinion and needs as long as
you are civil and respect mine. Working together, we can accomplish anything. Divided, the
politicians will rule the world at our expense.
Best regards,

Wayne L Staley
Affinity Systems LLC
http://www.competitiveamerica.us/
wstaley@competitiveamerica.us
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DECISION-MAKING IN A DISRUPTIVE DISORDERING
The common denominators for success in a disruptive world are three-fold.
The first skill is the development of ethical, practical, and factbased decision-making skills.
The second skill is learning a process, and the tools needed for
implementing the decision.
The third skill is applying the process and tools, individually or in
a team environment, to achieve the purpose behind the
decision.
Using a fact-based paradigm allows us to discern propaganda from facts.
Without knowledge, a prosperous, civilized society cannot exist.

Purchase from Amazon books: Decision-making in a Disruptive Reordering
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